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AbstractThe notions of thin and very thin dense subsets of a product spacewere introduced by the third author, and in this article we also introducethe notion of a slim dense set in a product. We obtain a number of resultsconcerning the existence and non-existence of these types of small densesets, and we study the relations among them.
1 Introduction
In the paper we will consider three kinds of dense subsets in products of topolog-ical spaces. Assume that � > 1 is a cardinal number, X�, � < �, are topologicalspaces, and X = ��<�X�. We say that the set D � X is
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� thin if jf� < � : x� 6= y�gj > 1 whenever x; y 2 D, x 6= y, x = (x�)�<�,y = (y�)�<�;
� very thin if for every x; y 2 D, x 6= y, and � < � we have x� 6= y�.
� slim if for every non-empty proper subset K � � and v 2 ��2KX� theset D \ C(v) is nowhere dense in C(v).

Here C(v) denotes the cross-section of X at v, i.e., C(v) = fx 2 X : x � K = vg.Notice that every very thin set in X is also thin. In the product of twospaces those notions coincide. If all X� are dense-in-themselves T1 spaces, thenevery very thin set in X is slim, but we will see that the notions of thinness andslimness are not comparable in general.The notions of thin and very thin were introduced in [P], where it is shownthat the product of c many separable spaces always has a countable densethin set. Answering a question in [P], P. J. Szeptycki [Sz] and, independently,J. Schr�oder [S], showed that one cannot necessarily produce a very thin densesubset in such a product, for if � is the topology on ! generated by a maximalindependent family, then there is no very thin dense set in � � � , and hencenot in � c. On the other hand, in [S] the author shows that there is a very thindense subset in a product of c spaces if each factor is dense-in-itself and has acountable (weak) �-base.In this note, we give a number of results which assert the existence or non-existence of these kinds of dense sets. In Section 2, we show that there is ametrizable space X such that Xn does not have a thin dense set for any n < !,and X! has no very thin dense set. We show that any in�nite power of a spaceX has a thin dense set; on the other hand, this does not hold for products withdi�erent factors. We also construct, under CH, a space X such that X2 has a(very) thin dense set, but X3 does not have a thin dense set.In Section 3, we show that any product of dense-in-themselves metrizablespaces has a slim dense set, but there are spaces X and Y , one of which ismetrizable, such that X � Y does not have a slim dense set. Assuming CH, weconstruct a regular separable space whose square does not have a slim dense set,but we show that any in�nite product of separable Hausdor� spaces has a denseset which is both slim and thin. In Section 4, we introduce properties (NC) and(GC) of the ideal of nowhere dense sets. Every metrizable space satis�es (GC)and every product of spaces satisfying (GC) has a slim dense set, as does everypower of a space satisfying (NC).Recall that a space X is irresolvable if it does not have disjoint dense sets.Noting that the examples of Szeptycki and Schr�oder mentioned earlier are irre-solvable, it is not surprising that some of our results involve this notion. Forexample, we show that in any model in which there are no irresolvable Bairespaces ( e.g., V=L), any in�nite power of any dense-in-itself space has a slimdense subset (Theorem 3.12). Also, while we do not know of any example ofa dense-in-itself space X such that X! has no slim dense set, we show that ifthere is such an X, then it must contain an irresolvable Baire subspace.All spaces are assumed to be at least Hausdor�.
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2 Very thin and thin dense sets
We begin with a result relating the existence of a very thin dense subset of aproduct space to certain cardinal functions on the factors. Recall that �(X) isthe least cardinal of a non-empty open subset of X. Also, a �-base for X is acollection B of non-empty open sets such that every non-empty open subset ofX contains some member of B, and the �-weight �w(X) of X is a least cardinalof a �-base for X. Finally, the density d(X) is the least cardinal of a densesubset of X.
Proposition 2.1. Assume X = ��<�X�, where all X� are dense-in-themselves.Consider the following three conditions.
(i) � = inf�<�4(X�) � sup�<� �w(X�) and 2� � �;
(ii) There is a very thin dense set in X;
(iii) 4(X�) � d(X�) for any �; � < �, � 6= �.
Then (i)) (ii)) (iii).
Proof. (i) ) (ii). This proof is essentially a generalization of the proof ofTheorem 8 in [S] for the countable case, as well as a mildly souped up versionof the well-known Hewitt-Marczewski-Pondiczery Theorem (Theorem 2.3.15 in[RE]).Since there is a one-to-one function from � into the space 2� with the producttopology, which has weight �, there is a collection C of cardinality � � of subsetsof � such that, for any �nite sequence �0; �1; : : : ; �n of distinct points of �, thereare pairwise-disjoint sets C0; C1; : : : ; Cn 2 C with �i 2 Ci for each i.Let fB�� : � < �g index a �-base for X� (repetitions are allowed), andconsider the collection P of all �nite sequences h(Ci; �i)ii<k, where �i 2 � foreach i, and fCigi<k is a pairwise-disjoint subcollection of C.Note that jPj = �; let

�hCi(�); �i(�))ii<k(�) : � < �	

index P. For each � < �, choose a point ~d� 2 ��<�X� such that d�(�) 2X� n fd(�) :  < �g, and furthermore, if � 2 Ci, then d�(�) 2 B��i(�). It is
straightforward to check that D = f~d� : � < �g is dense and very thin.(ii)) (iii). Assume D is dense very thin set in X. Fix �; � < �, � 6= �. LetD0 be the projection ofD onto the productX��X� , i.e.,D0 = fhd(�); d(�)i : d 2Dg. Then D0 is very thin dense in X� � X� . Fix an open set U 2 X� with4(X�) = jU j. Then D0 is dense in U �X� , jdom(D0 \ U �X�)j = jrng (D0 \U �X�)j, and rng (D0\U �X�) is dense in X� , thus 4(X�) � jU j � jrng (D0\U �X�)j � d(X�).
Remark 2.2. For every Hausdor� space X with at least two points, there is acardinal � such that there is no dense very thin set in X�.
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Proof. We can assume that � = jXj > 1. Let � = 22� . Suppose D is a verythin dense set in X�. Then jDj � �, so d(X�) < �. On the other hand,
2� � jX�j � 22d(X) � 22� = � (see [RE, Theorem 1.5.3]), a contradiction.

Now we will work with dense thin sets. The examples from [Sz], [S] men-tioned in the introduction which show that there is separable dense-in-itselfHausdor� space X with no dense thin set in X2 cannot be metrizable, becausemetrizable dense-in-themselves separable spaces satisfy 2.1(i). However, we havean example of a metrizable dense-in-itself space X with a similar property.
Example 2.3. There is a metrizable space X such that for every positive integern > 1, Xn has no thin dense set, and X! has no very thin dense set.
Proof. Let X = c�Q be the product of the discrete space of size c and the space
Q of rationals with the Euclidean topology. Then 4(X) = ! and d(X) = c.Thus, by Theorem 2.1(iii), there is no dense very thin set in X!. Now �xa positive integer n > 1. Notice that Xn can be identify with the productc�Qn. Suppose D � Xn is a thin dense set in Xn. Then for each � < c thereare rationals q�;1; : : : ; q�;n such that h�; q�;1; : : : ; q�;ni 2 D, and consequently,there are q1; : : : ; qn 2 Q for which the set f� < c : h�; q1; : : : ; qni 2 Dg has sizec, contrary to the fact that D is assumed to be thin.

It is not very hard to observe that for X from the example above, there is athin dense set in X!. Now we will show that this is nothing special.
Theorem 2.4. Let jXj = � > 1, and let � be an in�nite cardinal.
(i) If � < �, then there is a dense D � X� such that, for any d 6= d0 2 D,d(�) 6= d0(�) for �-many � < �;
(ii) If � � �, then there is a dense D � X� such that, for any d 6= d0 2 D,d(�) 6= d0(�) for all but �nitely many � < �.
Proof. Clearly it su�ces to prove this when X = � with the discrete topology.Let F be the family of all functions de�ned on �nite subsets of � with values inX. If � < �, then jFj = � � � = �. Set F = f'� : � < �g, and let G = fg� : � <�g list the characteristic functions of �-many pairwise-disjoint subsets of �, eachof size �. For every � < � choose f� 2 X� such that f� � dom'� = '� and f�agrees with g� otherwise. Let D = ff� : � < �g; then D is as required.If � � �, then jFj = � � � = �. Set F = f'� : � < �g. For every � < �choose f� 2 X� such that
(1) '� � f�;
(2) If � 62 dom'� then f�(�) 6= f�(�) for all � < �.
Clearly D is as required.

However, there are easy examples of in�nite products of di�erent spaces,even nice ones, which do not have thin dense sets.
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Example 2.5. There are countably many dense-in-themselves metrizable spaceswhose product does not have a thin dense set.
Proof. Let X0 be the topological sum of more than continuum-many copies ofthe rationals Q, and for n > 0, let Xn = Q. Let X = �n2!Xn. Since thedensity of X is greater than the continuum, any dense subset of X must containat least two points that agree on �n>0Xn.

The above results lead to a natural question if there are spaces X;Y; Z suchthat the product of each pair has a (very) thin dense subset but X�Y �Z doesnot. The next theorem answers this question under CH.
Example 2.6. (CH) There is a countable regular space X such that X2 has athin dense subset, but X3 does not.
Proof. The set for X is !, and we let D = fhn; n+1i : n is eveng. Clearly D isthin. The plan is to inductively de�ne a topology on X such that D is dense inX2, killing potential thin dense subsets of X3 as we go.Call E � X3 suitable if it is thin, all three co�ordinates of every e 2 E aredistinct, and E satis�es one of the following conditions:
(a) No point e 2 E has co�ordinates fk; n; n+ 1g where k < n and n is even;
(b) There are i; j < 3 such that every point of E has co�ordinates fk; n; n+ 1gwhere k < n and n is even, and k is the ith co�ordinate and n the jthco�ordinate.

Let fE� : � < !1g index all suitable subsets of X3 with each appearing !1times. We will inductively de�ne T� � ! such that the topology generated bythe T�'s and their complements gives the desired space, and we will denote basic(cl)open sets in this topology by [�], where � is a function from a �nite subset of
!1 into 2, and [�] = T�2dom(�) T�(�)� , where T 0� = T� and T 1� = ! nT�. Further,we will make fT�g�<!1 an independent family, so each [�] will be in�nite; inparticular, this ensures that X will have no isolated points.If the T� 's for � < � have been de�ned, let �� denote the topology generatedby them and their complements, and let X� = (!; ��). It is easy to de�ne anindependent family Tn, n 2 !, such that X! is a Hausdor� space with noisolated points and such that D is dense in X2.Suppose ! � � < !1 and suppose T� has been de�ned for all � < � satisfy-ing:
(i) fTg�� is an independent family;
(ii) D is dense in X2�+1;
(iii) E� \ T 3� is nowhere-dense in X3�+1.
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The �nal space is X!1 = (!; �!1). Let us �rst see that if we are able tocarry out the inductive construction, then X!1 will have the desired properties.Clearly D will be dense in X2!1 since it is so at every stage.We need to see why X3!1 has no thin dense set E. Suppose on the contrary,E � X3!1 is thin and dense. W.l.o.g., each e 2 E has distinct co�ordinates. Emaybe isn't suitable, but it is the union of no more than 7 suitable subsets (onesatisfying condition (a) in the de�nition of suitable, 6 satisfying (b)). Labelthese suitable subsets E0; E1; :::; E6 so that there are �0 < �1 < :::�6 < !1 suchthat Ei = E�i for each i. By the construction, Ei \ T 3�i is nowhere-dense inX3�i+1. It will follow that E \Ti<7 T 3�i is nowhere-dense in X3!1 as soon as weverify the following:
Claim. If � < !1 and N is nowhere-dense in X3�, then N is nowhere-dense inX3� for any � � � � !1.To see this, let U be dense open in X3� with U \N = ;. It su�ces to showthat U remains dense in X3� for � > �. Suppose otherwise, and consider the
least � such that U is not dense in X3� . It is easy to see that � is not a limitordinal. Let � =  + 1. There are �i, i < 3, with dom(�i) a �nite subset Si of�, such that ([�0] � [�1] � [�2]) \ U = ;. Let �0i = �i � (Si n fg). Since U isdense open in X3 , there are extensions �00i of �0i (with dom(�00i ) � ) such that([�000 ]� [�001 ]� [�002 ]) � U . But then if �i = �00i [�i, we have that ([�0]� [�1]� [�2])is a non-empty open subset of ([�0]� [�1]� [�2]) \ U = ;, contradiction.

To complete the inductive construction, suppose that T� has been de�nedfor � < �, and we are given the suitable subset E� of !3. Let hUn; Vn; ini,n 2 !, index all triples hU; V; ii where i 2 ! and U; V is a pair of nonemptyopen sets in a countable base for X�, such that, for each such pair hU; V i, eachi 2 !, and each j < 4, the set
Mj = fm : hUm; Vmi = hU; V i; im = i; and m = j mod 4g

is in�nite.We will de�ne by induction disjoint �nite sets Fk, Gk, and we promise tomake Fk � T� and Gk � ! n T�. Let F0 = G0 = ; to start, and suppose atstep k, we have chosen Fk, Gk. We will choose at this step an even n withhn; n + 1i 2 Uk � Vk, and distribute n and n + 1 into Fk or Gk in some waydepending on the value of ik mod 4. Let us say that if ik = 0 mod 4, we willput both n and n + 1 in Fk to get Fk+1; so if ik 6= 0 mod 4, at most one ofn; n+ 1 will be added to Fk.Since E� is thin, the set Hk = fn : E� \ (Fk [ fng)3 n F 3k 6= ;g is �nite.If ik 6= 0 mod 4, choose any even n such that hn; n + 1i 2 Uk � Vk and n >max(Fk [Gk [Hk) and distribute n; n+1 to Fk and Gk as follows: put n 2 Fk,n+1 2 Gk if ik = 1 mod 4, the reverse if ik = 2 mod 4, and both in Gk if ik = 3mod 4. Note that in this case, E� \ F 3k+1 = E� \ F 3k .Now suppose ik = 0 mod 4; we will put both n and n + 1 in Fk for someappropriate n. If possible, choose an even n larger than max(Fk[Gk[Hk) withhn; n+1i 2 Uk�Vk such that E�\F 3k+1 = E�\F 3k (where Fk+1 = Fk[fn; n+1g).
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Note that this is always possible if E� satis�es condition (a) of the de�nition ofsuitable. If this is not possible, then any even n larger than max(Fk [Gk [Hk)with hn; n+ 1i 2 Uk � Vk will do.Let T� = Sk2! Fk. By the construction, both T� and its complement meetevery basic clopen subset of X� in an in�nite set. It follows that fT� : � � �gis an independent family. It also follows easily from the construction that eachbasic open set [�0]� [�1] in X2�+1 meets D.It remains to prove that E� \ T 3� is nowhere-dense in X3�+1. Suppose not.Note that by the construction, if E� satis�es condition (a) of the de�nition ofsuitable, then we could at any stage add what we needed to the set Fk so thatE� \ F 3k+1 = E� \ Fk. So in this case, E� \ T 3� = ;. Hence we may assume E�satis�es condition (b) of the de�nition of suitable, for some i0; j0 < 3. To easethe notation, let us assume i0 = 1 and j0 = 2, as the other cases are similar.Since we are assuming E�\T 3� is somewhere-dense in X3�+1, there are basic opensets Bi, i < 3, of X� such that E� contains a dense subset of (B0�B1�B2)\T 3�.Let e 2 E� \ (B0�B1�B2)\ T 3�. Then e 2 F 3m+1 nF 3m for some m, and hencee = hne+1; ke; nei, where ke 2 Fm � ne, and hne; ne+1i 2 Um�Vm. It followsthat [(Vm \B0)�B1 � (Um \B2)] \ T 3�
is open non-empty (it contains e), and thus so is

[(Vm \B0)�B1 � (Um \B2)] \ (T� n ne + 1)3:
There must be some e0 2 E� which is also in the above open set. Now e0 =hne0 +1; ke0 ; ne0i, where ke0 ; ne0 > ne. By the construction, since e 2 F 3m+1 nF 3m,at step m it was not possible to add n; n + 1 to Fm such that n is larger thanmax(Fm [Gm [Hm) with hn; n+1i 2 Um� Vm and E� \F 3m+1 = E� \F 3m. Itfollows that there is another point e00 = hne0 +1; k; ne0i in E� for some k 2 Fm.But this contradicts thinness of E�.

3 Slim dense sets
If X is the space de�ned in Example 2.3 then X2 has no thin dense set, but itis not hard to show that X2 has a slim dense set. In fact, we will prove thatany product of metrizable spaces with no isolated points has a slim dense set.(See Corollary 4.3.) Thus slim dense does not imply thin dense.
Lemma 3.1. Assume X and Y are topological spaces and jXj = �. If no unionof �-many nowhere dense sets in Y is dense in Y , then there is no dense slimset in X � Y .
Proof. Suppose D is a slim dense set in X � Y . Let dom(D) be the projectionof D onto X, rng (D) be the projection of D onto Y , and for each x 2 dom(D)let Dx = fy 2 Y : hx; yi 2 Dg be the x-section of D. Then rng (D) is dense inY and rng (D) = SfDx : x 2 dom(D)g. But each Dx is nowhere dense in Y , sorng (D) is not dense in Y , a contradiction.
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Corollary 3.2. There are two dense-in-themselves spaces, a metrizable separa-ble space X and a regular space Y , with no slim dense set in X � Y .
Proof. Let X = Q be the space of rationals with the Euclidean topology, and letY be the real line with the density topology. (Recall that the density topology isTychono� but not normal; see [GNN], or [O], the remark before Theorem 22.9.)Then X and Y satisfy assumptions of Lemma 3.1.

Recall that a space X is �-resolvable if it can be decomposed into �-manydense subsets.
Example 3.3. Let Q be the space of rationals with the Euclidean topology, letY be any !-resolvable space in which no meager set is dense (e.g., let Y be thesame as in Corollary 3.2), and let X = Q� Y . Then Xn has no slim dense setfor any n < ! but X! does have a slim dense set.
Proof. Notice that X is !-resolvable, so the fact that X! has a slim dense setwill follow from Corollary 3.7. Now, for a given n < !, suppose D is slimdense in Xn. Then D \ (Qn�1 � Y ) is slim dense in Qn�1 � Y , contrary toLemma 3.1.
Example 3.4. (CH) There is a countable regular space X (generated by amaximal independent family on !) such that X2 has no slim dense subset.
Proof. The set for X is !. List all in�nite subsets of ! in the sequence fB� : � <!1g and all subsets of !2 in the sequence fE� : � < !1g such that each setappears in this sequence !1 times. For � < !1 we will de�ne 0-dimensional T2topology on ! generated by a countable independent family A� such that

� If � < � then A� � A�, so �� � ��.
� Either B� or ! nB� is not dense in ��+1.
� E� is not slim dense in �2�+1.

Let �0 be a 0-dimensional topology on ! generated by a countable independentfamily A0. Suppose A� and �� are de�ned for � �  and � = +1. If B is notdense or not co-dense in � then A0� = A and � 0� = � . Otherwise A [fBg isan independent family. Then set A0� = A [fBg and de�ne � 0� as the topologygenerated by A0�. Note that B is not dense in � 0�.Next, if E is not slim dense in � 0� � � 0� then put A� = A0� and �� = � 0�.Otherwise we will de�ne T� � ! such that A0� [ fT�g is an independent familyand T 2� \ E = ;. Let fUn : n < !g be a sequence of basis sets of � 0� with eachappearing in�nite many times. Choose inductively two sequences an; bn, n < !,such that
(i) an; bn 2 Un n fai; bi : i < ng, an 6= bn;
(ii) fai : i � ng2 � E = ;.
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Such a choice is possible because the set Hn = fx : hx; aii 2 E or hai; xi 2 Egis nowhere dense (as E is slim), so Un nHn is in�nite. Let T� = fan : n < !g.Since fbn : n 2 !g � ! n T�, A� = A0� [ fT�g is an independent family. Let�� be the topology on ! generated by A�. Then �� is a T2 second countable0-dimensional space without isolated points such that B is not dense or notco-dense in �� and E is not slim dense in �2�.Let � = S�<!1 �� and X = (!; �). Then � is generated by the independentfamily A = S�<!1 A�.Observe that A is maximal. In fact, otherwise there is B � ! such thatA [ fBg is an independent family. Then B = B for some  < !1, and B isdense in � . Thus B is dense in �+1, a contradiction.Finally we will verify that there is no dense slim set in X2. Suppose Eis such. W.l.o.g., we may assume each e 2 E has distinct co�ordinates. SinceX is countable, every open set U in X (resp., X2) is the union of countablymany basic open sets, and hence is open in (X; ��) (resp., (X; ��)2) for some� < !1. Since �� is a weaker topology, if U is also dense in X it is dense inthe weaker topology. It follows that, since there are only countably many cross-sections to consider, E is also a slim dense set in some (X; ��). Let � � � suchthat E� = E. Then by condition (iii) in the construction, E� is not dense in(X; ��+1), contradiction.
Since thin implies very thin in X2, it also implies slim in X2. But for X3,thin need not imply slim.

Example 3.5. (CH) There is a countable regular space X such that X2 hasa (very) thin dense subset, and X3 has a thin dense set, but X3 has no slim(hence no very thin) dense subset.
Proof. The set for X is !. Let D = fhn; n + 1i : n eveng, and let fDngn2! bea partition of D into in�nite sets. Our goal will be to de�ne a topology on Xsuch that each Dn is dense in X2. Thus X2 has a (very) thin dense set. It alsofollows that E = fhn;m;m + 1i : hm;m + 1i 2 Dng is a thin dense subset ofX3.We need to take care that X3 has no slim dense set. Let fE� : � < !1g indexall subsets of X3 with each appearing !1 times, and such that each e 2 E� hasdistinct co�ordinates. We will de�ne T� � ! such that the topology generatedby the T�'s and their complements gives the desired space. We will denote basic(cl)open sets in this topology by [�], where � is a function from a �nite subset
of !1 into 2, and [�] = T�2dom(�) T�(�)� , where T 0� = T� and T 1� = ! n T�.We will de�ne the T�'s inductively. If the T� 's for � < � have been de�ned,let �� denote the topology generated by them and their complements. To start,it is easy to de�ne Tn, n 2 !, such that (X; �!) is a Hausdor� space with noisolated points and such that each Dn is dense.Now suppose ! � � < !1 and suppose T� has been de�ned for all � < �satisfying:
(i) (X; ��+1) has no isolated points;
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(ii) Each Dn is dense in (X; ��+1)2;
(iii) If E� is a slim dense subset of (X; ��)3, then E� \ T 3� = ;.

Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that (X; ��)2 has no isolated points and eachDn is dense. Suppose that E� is a slim dense subset of (X; ��)3. Let hUn; Vn; ini,n 2 !, index all triples hU; V; ii where hU; V i is a pair of nonempty open setsin a countable base for (X; ��) and i 2 !, such that, for each such pair (U; V ),each i 2 !, and each j < 4, the set
Mj = fm : hUm; Vmi = hU; V i; im = i; and m = j mod 4g

is in�nite.We will de�ne T� in steps, taking care that conditions (i){(iii) will hold for� = �. Let F0 = G0 = ;. Suppose at step n, we have disjoint �nite sets Fn; Gn,we promise to make Fn � T� and Gn � ! n T�, and we also have F 3n \ E� = ;Since each e 2 E� has distinct co�ordinates, any e 2 E� \ (fl;mg [ Fn [ Gn)3has a co�ordinate in Fn [Gn. Hence, since E� is slim, it follows that the set
Hn = �hl;mi : [(fl;m; g [ F [G)3 n (F [G)3] \ E� 6= ;	

is nowhere dense in (X; ��)2. Hence we can choose an; bn, such that han; bni 2Din \ [(Un � Vn) nHn] and fan; bng \ (Fn [ Gn) = ;. Now, if n = j (mod 4),put both an and bn in Fn if j = 0, both in Gn if j = 1, an in Fn, bn 2 Gn ifj = 2, and an in Gn, bn in Fn if j = 3.Let T 0� = T� and T 1� = ! n T�. By the way we indexed of the hU; V; ii's, forany �xed hU; V i and any i, and any j; k < 2, the set (U � V ) \Di \ T j� � T k� isin�nite. It follows that (X; ��+1) has no isolated points and each Dn is densein (X; ��+1)2, i.e., conditions (i) and (ii) hold.In the inductive de�nition of T�, note that if e 2 F 3n+1 \ E�, then someco�ordinate of e is in Fn (since jFn+1 n Fnj � 2 and all co�ordinates of e aredistinct); but this contradicts the facts that F 3n \ E� = ; and fan; bn) 62 Hn.Let � = �!1 ; we will show that X = (X; �) has the desired properties. Wehave already noted that X2 and X3 have dense thin sets, so it remains to showthat there is no dense slim subset of X3. Suppose E is such. This fact canbe described by use only countably many sets from A, thus there is � < !1such that E is slim dense in �� � �� for each � � �. (See the end of proof ofExample 3.4.) Fix  � � such that E = E , then E is slim dense in �+1��+1,a contradiction.
Now we will consider the existence of slim dense subsets of in�nite powersof a space X.

Proposition 3.6. Suppose X admits a decreasing sequence Dn of dense setssuch that Tn<!Dn = ;. Then for any in�nite cardinal �, X� has a dense setwhich is both slim and thin.
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Proof. Let x0 2 X, let � be a one-to-one mapping of Sn2!Dnn into X n fx0g,and let fK�g�<� be �-many pairwise-disjoint subsets of � of cardinality �. Also,let [�]<! denote the �nite subsets of �, and let � : [�]<! ! � be one-to-one.For every n > 0, let En be the set of all points e 2 X� such that, for somesubset Fe of � of size n, we have:
(1) e � Fe is a one-to-one map of Fe into Dn ;
(2) For every � 62 Fe, if � 2 K�(Fe) then e(�) = x0 else e(�) = �((e � Fe) � s),where s is the order preserving bijection of n to Fe.
Then let E = Sn2! En.
Claim 1. E is dense.Clear.
Claim 2. E is thin.Suppose e 6= e0 2 E. If Fe 6= Fe0 , then e and e0 di�er on K�(Fe) [K�(Fe0 ),while if Fe = Fe0 , then e � Fe 6= e0 � Fe0 (else e = e0), so e and e0 di�er on� n (K�(Fe) [ Fe).
Claim 3. E is slim.Let p : A! X, where A is a nonempty proper subset of �. Let C(p) = ff 2X� : f � A = pg. Let us assume E \ C(p) 6= ;. We need to show E \ C(p) isnowhere dense in C(p).

Case 1. A is in�nite. Then there is x 2 rng (�) n fx0g such that, for almostall � 2 A, p(�) 2 fx; x0g. So ��1(x) is some point s in Dnn for some unique n,and the projection of E \ C(p) on any co�ordinate is included in the �nite setfx; x0g [ rng (s).
Case 2. A is �nite. Then for some k, rng (p) \ Dk = ;. Also, for eachx 2 rng (p), if ��1(x) is de�ned, it is some point in Dkxkx for some kx 2 !.Choose m > k + maxfkx : x 2 rng (p)g. Then any point of E \ C(p) has nomore than m distinct co�ordinates. So if Ui, i < m+1 are pairwise disjoint opensets in X n fx0g, and �i, i < m+ 1 are distinct members of � nA, then

C(p) \ \
i<m+1�

�1�i (Ui)
is a dense open set in C(p) which misses E.
Corollary 3.7. If X is !-resolvable then for any in�nite cardinal �, X� has adense slim and thin set.
Proof. Let X = Sn<!Xn be the partition of X onto dense subsets. ThenDn = Sk>nXk, n < !, satisfy assumptions of Proposition 3.6.
Corollary 3.8. Assume X has a meager dense subset. Then for any in�nitecardinal �, X� has a dense slim and thin set.
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Proof. Let Nk, k < ! be a sequence of nowhere dense sets in X such thatSk<! Nk is dense. Then Dn = Sk>nNk, n < !, satisfy assumptions of Propo-sition 3.6.
Corollary 3.9. If X is a separable Hausdor� space with no isolated points thenfor any in�nite cardinal �, X� has a dense slim and thin set.
Proof. If D = fdn : n < !g is dense in X, then Dn = fdi : i > ng, n < !, satisfythe assumptions of Proposition 3.6.

Proposition 3.6 is only true for powers, not the product of di�erent spaces.
Example 3.10. There are countably many dense-in-themselves spaces, eachhaving a sequence of dense subsets as in Proposition 3.6, whose product has noslim or thin dense set.
Proof. Let X0 be any dense-in-itself !-resovable space such that no union ofc-many nowhere dense sets is dense. (Such an example is 2�, where � > c,with the topology obtained by declaring to be open any intersection of lessthan �-many sets open in the usual topology.) For each n > 0, let Xn be acopy of the rationals. Then for every dense set D in �n2!Xn, there is some~v = hv1; v2; : : :i 2 �n>0Xn such that fx 2 X0 : hx; v1; v2; : : :i 2 Dg is somewheredense in X0. Hence D is neither slim nor thin.

Nevertheless, Corollary 3.9 can be generalized to products of di�erent spaces.
Proposition 3.11. Any in�nite product of separable Hausdor� spaces with noisolated points has a slim and thin dense set.
Proof. Let � be an in�nite cardinal, and suppose for each � < �, X� is aHausdor� space with no isolated points with a countable dense proper subsetD� � X�, say D� = fd�i : i 2 !g. We will show that X = ��<�X� has a slimand thin dense set.For each n, let D�n = fd�i : i � ng. W.l.o.g., there are countably in�niteK�n, n 2 !, which are disjoint from each other and from D�, such that K� =Sn2!K�n is nowhere dense in X�. Let K�n = fk�ni : i 2 !g.W.l.o.g., D� 6= X�, so we can choose ~v 2 X such that v(�) 62 D� [K� forall �. Also let fH�g�<� be �-many disjoint subsets of �, each of size �, and let� : [�]<! ! � be one-to-one, where [�]<! denotes the set of all �nite subsets of�. Finally, let � : !<! ! ! be one-to-one such that �(�) � max rng (�).Now for every n > 0, let En be the set of all points e 2 X such that, forsome subset Fe of � of size n, we have:
(1) e(�) 2 D�n for every � 2 Fe;
(2) Let �e 2 !n be such that e(�j) = d�j�e(j), where �j is the jth member(in the natural order on the ordinals) of Fe. Then for every � 62 Fe, if� 2 H�(Fe) then e(�) = v(�), else e(�) = k�n�(�e).
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Note that the En's are pairwise disjoint. Let E = Sn2! En.
Claim 1. E is dense in X.This follows easily from the de�nition of E and the fact that each D�n isdense in X�.
Claim 2. E is thin.Suppose e 6= e0 2 E. If Fe 6= Fe0 , then e and e0 di�er on H�(Fe) [ H�(Fe0 ),while if Fe = Fe0 , then �e 6= �e0 (else e = e0), so e and e0 di�er on �n(H�(Fe)[Fe).
Claim 3. E is slim.Let p 2 ��2AX�, where A is a nonempty proper subset of �. Let C(p) =ff 2 X : f � A = pg. Let us assume E \ C(p) 6= ;. We need to show E \ C(p)is nowhere dense in C(p).

Case 1. A is in�nite. Then there are m; j such that p(�) 2 fv(�); k�mjgfor all but �nitely many � 2 A. It follows that if e 2 E \ C(p), then e() 2fv(); kmjg for all  62 Fe, and so for each � 2 Fe, if e(�) = d�i, then i � j.Hence the projection of E \ C(p) on each co�ordinate is �nite.
Case 2. A is �nite. Then rng (p) is �nite, so there is n0 such that, for each� 2 dom(p), p(�) 62 Sn�n0 D�n [K�n. It follows that if e 2 En \ C(p), thenn < n0, and hence e(�) 2 K� [fv(�)g for all but at most n0�1 many �. Henceif we take a set G � � n dom(p) of size n0, then

C(p) \ \�2G�
�1� (X� n (K� [ fv(�)g))

is a dense open set in C(p) which misses E.
Theorem 3.12. Assuming V=L, every in�nite power of any dense-in-itselfspace has a slim and thin dense set.
Proof. Recall that every dense-in-itself space X has a dense subspace which isthe union of two open sets U0 and U1, where U0 is a Baire space and U1 ismeager. It is known that under V=L every dense-in-itself Baire space is !-resolvable [Pa]. Thus U0 can be decomposed into dense sets Dn, n < !. SinceU1 is meager, it can be decomposed into nowhere dense sets Nn, n < !. Foreach n > 0 put En = Dn [ Nn. Moreover, let E0 = X n Sn>0En. ThenX = Sn<! En is decomposition of X onto ! many dense sets, so Corollary 3.7gives a dense slim and thin set in X�.

We are unable to determine whether or not the assertion of Theorem 3.12can be proved in ZFC. However, we will show that if X! has no slim dense set,then X contains a subspace which is strongly irresolvable and Baire. So the keyto �nding an in�nite power of X with no slim dense set, if such exists, has tobe to look at Baire strongly irresolvable spaces.Recall that a space is strongly irresolvable if every dense-in-itself subset isirresolvable; Hewitt[H] showed that every irresolvable space contains an open
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strongly irresolvable subspace.1 In a strongly irresolvable space, every denseset has nowhere dense complement. If the space is also Baire, it follows thatevery meager set is nowhere dense. It is known to be consistent, modulo largecardinals, that Baire (strongly) irresolvable spaces exist, though they don't existif, e.g., V = L. There can be, e.g., a Hausdor� Baire strongly irresolvabletopology on !1, and a regular Baire strongly irresolvable topology on 2!1 [KST],[KT].
Proposition 3.13. If X! has no slim dense set, then X contains a subspacewhich is strongly irresolvable and Baire.
Proof. Let U be the union of a maximal disjoint collection of open sets whichhave meager dense subsets, and let V = X n U . If V is empty then X = U ,thus U is nonempty and has a meager dense subset which is also a meagerdense in X, and then, by Corollary 3.8, X! has a slim dense set. Thus we canassume that V is nonempty. From the de�nition of U , we see that any meagersubset of V is nowhere dense; in particular V is Baire. Now observe that Vcannot be !-resolvable. In fact, else U [ V has a sequence of dense set withempty intersection, thus X is !-resolvable, and by Corollary 3.7, X! has a slimdense set. It is known that a space is !-resolvable i� it is n-resolvable for everypositive integer n [I]. So, let n be the minimal integer for which V is not (n+1)-resolvable. Write V as the union of n many dense set D1; D2; : : : ; Dn. Theneach of these sets must be irresolvable. In particular, D1 is irresolvable. Eachirresolvable space contains an open strongly irresolvable subspace, so let Y bean open strongly irresolvable subspace of D1. From the fact that any meagersubset of V is nowhere dense, it follows that any meager subset of Y is nowheredense in Y , so Y is Baire strongly irresolvable.

4 Some conditions which imply the existence of
slim dense sets

Let us de�ne the following properties of a space X.
(NC) There is a pairwise disjoint collection N of nowhere dense sets in X suchthat, given any �nite collection U of nonempty open sets in X, there issome N 2 N which meets every U 2 U .
(GC) There is a pairwise disjoint collection N of nowhere dense sets in X suchthat every nonempty open set U � X meets all but �nitely many membersof N .
Moreover, for a given k < ! we will denote by (NCk) a weaker version of thecondition (NC) obtained by requiring jUj � k in the de�nition of (NC).Notice that for every space X we have

1The authors of [KST] de�ne strongly irresolvable to mean every open subset is irresolvable.It follows from Hewitt's result that the statements in [KST] are valid for either de�nition ofstrongly irresolvable.
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� If k < m then (NCm) implies (NCk).
� If X satis�es (GC) then it satis�es (NC).
� A collection N witnesses property (NC) i� it witnesses (NCk) for everyk < !.
In spite of this last statement, we don't know whether or not property (NC)holds i� (NCk) holds for all k < !.Observe also the following facts.
� In the de�nition of (GC) we may assume that the family N is countable.Also, for any partition of N into in�nite subfamilies, their unions aredisjoint dense sets; in particular, (GC) implies !-resolvable.
� If a familyN witnesses property (NC2) thenSN is dense inX. Moreover,every non-empty set G � X meets in�nitely many N 2 N , thus X isdense-in-itself.

Proposition 4.1. (1) If X satis�es (NC) then every power of X has a slimdense set.
(2) If X satis�es (NCk) for some k < !, then Xk has a slim dense set.
(3) Assume X�, � < �, satisfy (GC). Then there is a slim dense set in��<�X�.
Proof. (1). Let N = fN� : � < �g be family ful�lling (NC). Fix a cardinal �and de�ne D = S�<�N�� . It is clear that D is slim (because each cross-sectionof D is a product of nowhere dense sets), we will verify that D is dense in X�.Let B be a basic open set in X� and let A be the set of all � < � for which��(B) 6= X; A is �nite. Thus there is � < � such that N� meets all ��(B)for � 2 A and consequently, B \ N�� 6= ;. The proof above works also for thestatement (2).(3). For � < � let N� be a family witnessing (GC) in X�. We may assumethat all N� are countable, say N� = fN�;k : k < !g. Then the set D =Sk<! ��<�N�;k is slim in X = ��<�X�. We will verify that D is dense in X.Let B be a basic open set in X and let A be the set of all � < � for which��(B) 6= X�; A is �nite. For each � 2 A there is a positive integer k� such that��(B) \ N�;n 6= ; if n � k�. Let k = max�2A k�. Then for every � < � andn > k we have ��(B) \N�;k 6= ;, so B \D 6= ;. .
Proposition 4.2. Every metrizable dense-in-itself space X satis�es (GC).
Proof. LetX be metrizable and dense-in-itself. For each n > 0 choose a nowheredense 1n -net En in X such that En \Em = ; if n 6= m. Then the sequence En,n < !, ful�lls the condition (GC).
Corollary 4.3. Every product of metrizable dense-in-themselves spaces has aslim dense set.
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In Example 4.6, we will show that the product of di�erent spaces X� sat-isfying (NC) may have no slim dense set. First a couple of results on spaceswhich satisfy (NC) or (GC) witnessed by a collection of �nite sets.
Proposition 4.4. Let X be a dense-in-itself space.
(i) If 4(X) � �w(X), then X satis�es (NC) witnessed by a collection of �nitesets;
(ii) If X is separable and �w(X) = !, then X satis�es (GC) witnessed by acollection of �nite sets.
Proof. (i) Let B be a �-base of X with jBj = � � 4(X). List all �nite sub-families of B in the sequence fB� : � < �g. Now, for each � < �, chooseinductively a �nite set N� meeting every B 2 B� and disjoint with S�<�N� .Then N = fN� : � < �g witnesses (NC).We omit the similar and easy proof of (ii).

For the separable case, let us see that it is consistent to have the sameconclusion as in Proposition 4.4(ii) as long as �w(X) < c. Recall that thecardinal p is the least cardinal of a family of in�nite subsets of ! with every�nite intersection in�nite, such that there is no in�nite set almost contained inevery member of the collection. It is well-known that p is the least cardinal suchthat Martin's Axiom for �-centered posets fails [B].
Proposition 4.5. Let X be a separable space with �w(X) < p. Then X satis�es(GC) witnessed by a collection of �nite sets.
Proof. Let D be a countable dense subset of X and B a �-base of cardinality< p. De�ne the poset P to be all p = hfp;Bpi such that
(i) fp is a function with domain np 2 !;
(ii) For each i < np, fp(i) is a �nite subset of D;
(iii) For i 6= j < np, fp(i) \ fp(j) = ;;
(iv) Bp is a �nite subset of B.

Also de�ne q � p if fq extends fp, Bq � Bp, and, for every j 2 nq nnp, fq(j)meets every member of Bp. Note that if fp = fq, then p and q are compatible;hence P is �-centered. A standard dense set argument (which we omit) showsthat a suitably generic �lter produces a function f with domain ! such thatff(i) : i 2 !g consists of disjoint �nite sets, such that every B 2 B meets allbut �nitely many of them.
The above proposition shows, for example, that any countable dense-in-itselfsubset of 2!1 can in some models satisfy (GC), witnessed even by a collectionof �nite sets.
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Example 4.6. There are topological spaces X satisfying (GC) and Y satisfying(NC) such that X � Y has no dense slim set. Thus Y is a topological spacewhich satis�es (NC) but does not satisfy (GC).
Proof. The spaces X and Y are the same as in Corollary 3.2, i.e., X = Q andY is the real line with the density topology. Observe that 4(Y ) = c = �!(Y );thus by Proposition 4.4, Y satis�es (NC). Since X satis�es (GC) and there isno slim dense set in X � Y (cf., Corollary 3.2), Y does not satisfy (GC).

On the other hand, it is not very hard to observe that if X satis�es (NC)with a countable family N , then for every space Y satisfying (GC), there is adense slim set in X � Y .
Proposition 4.7. If X,Y satisfy (GC) then X � Y satis�es (GC) too.
Proof. Let N and M be a countable families of nowhere dense sets witnessing(GC) in X and Y , respectively. List N = fNk : k < !g, M = fMk : k < !g.Then all sets Kk = Nk [Mk are pairwise disjoint, nowhere dense in X�Y and,clearly, each nonempty open set in X � Y meets almost all Kn.

It is easy to check that the topological sum of spaces X and Y from Exam-ple 4.6 does not satisfy (NC). Thus the topological sum of two spaces satisfying(NC) may not satisfy (NC), even if one of them satis�es (GC). However, ifthe condition (NC) in X is witnessed by a countable family N , and Y satis�es(GC), then there is a slim dense set in X � Y .
Proposition 4.8. If all X�, � < � satis�es (NC) (respectively, (NCk), or(GC)), then the product ��<�Xk has the same property.
Proof. Let fX� : � < �g be a family of topological spaces satisfying (NC) andlet X = ��<�X�. For � < � let N� be a family of pairwise disjoint nowheredense sets in X� which witnesses (NC). Then N = f��<�N� : N� 2 N�g is afamily of pairwise disjoint nowhere dense sets in X which witnesses (NC) in X.The same proof works in other cases ((GC) or (NCk)).
Example 4.9. (CH) There exists a topology � on ! such that the space X =(!; �) satis�es (NC2) but X3 has no slim dense sets. Hence X does not satisfy(NC3).
Proof. Let X be the space constructed in Example 3.5. Then the set D =fhn; n + 1i : n eveng is dense in X2, so the family N = ffn; n + 1g : n evengwitnesses (NC2) in X. On the other hand, there is no slim dense set in X3,thus X does not satisfy (NC3).

In the above example, we got our witness to (NC2) easily from a very thindense set whose elements were disjoint as unordered pairs. We now show thatthe existence of (very) thin countable dense set in X2 always implies (NC2).We don't know if \very thin" can be weakened to \slim" in this result.
Proposition 4.10. If k 2 ! and Xk has a countable very thin dense set, thenX satis�es (NCk) (witnessed by �nite sets).
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Proof. Let D � Xk be a countable very thin dense set. For each ~d 2 D, let c(~d)
be the co�ordinates of d, and let c(D) = Sfc(d) : ~d 2 Dg = fxn : n 2 !g. (Notethat the set c(D) is dense in X, so X is separable.)Let H0 = fx;g, and if the disjoint �nite sets Hi, i � n, have been de�ned,let Hn+1 = fxkng [[

nc(~d) : ~d 2 D and c(~d) \Hn 6= ;o n [i�nHi;
where kn is least such that xkn 62 Si�nHi. Then Hn+1 is certainly disjoint fromeach Hi, i � n, and since D is very thin, it follows that Hn+1 is �nite.Now for each in�nite A � !, let a0; a1; : : : be its increasing enumeration,and let

NA =
8<
:
[
i�a0

Hi;
a1[

i=a0+1Hi;
a2[

i=a1+1Hi; : : :
9=
; :

The following claim completes the proof.
Claim. For some A � !, NA witnesses (NCk). Suppose otherwise. Then foreach in�nite A � !, there are nonempty open sets U(A; i), i < k, such that nomember ofNA meets all of them. LetA be an uncountable almost disjoint familyof subsets of !. By separability of X, there are distinct A;B 2 A such thatU(A; i)\U(B; i) 6= ; for each i < k. There is ~d 2 D\�i<kU(A; i)\U(B; i). Letn be the least number such that c(~d) \Hn 6= ;. Note that by the construction,
c(~d) � Hn [ Hn+1. If n were not in A, it would follow that some N 2 NAcontains Hn [Hn+1 hence would meet every U(A; i). So n 2 A, and similarly,
n 2 B. So we have that every ~d 2 D \ �i<kU(A; i) \ U(B; i) has a co�ordinatein the �nite set Sn2A\B Hn. Since D is dense, there are in�nitely many such~d, which contradicts D being very thin.

As mentioned earlier, we don't know of any consistent example of a dense-in-itself space X such that X! has no slim dense set. Recall that, by Proposition3.13, if such an example exists it must contain a strongly irresolvable Bairesubspace. We now obtain some conditions on strongly irresolvable spaces whichimply that (NC) or related properties do not hold.Recall that an ideal N on a cardinal � is selective if whenever P is a partitionof � by members of N , then there is A 62 N such that jA \ P j � 1 for everyP 2 P. Also, N is a normal ideal if every regressive function f : � ! � isconstant on some set A 62 N . It is known that normal ideals are selective, andthe non-stationary ideal is contained in every normal ideal.In the paper [KST], the authors show that, assuming enough large cardinals,there is a Hausdor� Baire strongly irresolvable topology on !1 for which theideal of nowhere dense sets is selective, and there is also such a topology on astationary subset S of !1 for which the ideal of subsets of !1 whose trace onS is nowhere dense in the topology on S is a normal ideal. Also, in the paper[DG], the authors construct under MA(�-centered) a countable regular stronglyirresolvable space for which the nowhere dense ideal is selective.
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Observe that if X is a strongly irresolvable space with underlying set � forwhich that ideal N of nowhere dense sets is selective, then the set A in thede�nition of selective can be taken to be an open set (since every somewheredense set has non-empty interior).
Proposition 4.11. Suppose X is a strongly irresolvable topology on � for whichthat ideal N of nowhere dense sets is selective. Then X does not satisfy (NC2).
Proof. Suppose P is a partition of X into nowhere dense sets. By selectivityand strongly irresolvable, there is an open set U which meets each member ofP in at most one point. Then if V and W are disjoint open subsets of U , nomember of P meets both V and W . So P cannot satisfy (NC2).
Proposition 4.12. Suppose X is a strongly irresolvable topology on a stationarysubset S of !1 such that the ideal

N = fA � !1 : A \ S is nowhere denseg
is normal. Then X2 has no slim dense set.
Proof. Suppose D � S2 is slim. W.l.o.g., D is symmetric, i.e., h�; �i 2 D ()h�; �i 2 D. We may also assume no point with co�ordinate 0 or 1 is in D. De�nef : !1 ! !1 by:
(1) f(�) is the least � < � such that h�; �i 2 D, if there is such � < �;
(2) If � 2 S but there is no � < � with h�; �i 2 D, then f(�) = 0;
(3) If � 62 S, then f(�) = 1.
By normality, there is some � such that f�1(�) is not in the ideal. Clearly,� 6= 1. Suppose � > 1; then f�g � f�1(�) � D; but since D is slim, f�1(�)is nowhere dense, a contradiction. So � = 0. Let U be an open subset off�1(0). There must be some � < � with h�; �i 2 D \ U2. But then f(�) 6= 0,a contradiction.
Lemma 4.13. Let X be strongly irresolvable space satisfying (NC2), with acollection N . Then the family F of all M � N such that M witnesses (NC2)in X is an ultra�lter on N .
Proof. Claim 1. M2 F () [M is dense.The forward direction is easy. For the reverse, suppose [M is dense, butM does not satisfy (NC2), say witnessed by the pair of open sets U; V . NoteY = X n [M is nowhere dense. Let U 0 = U n Y , V 0 = V n Y . Then no memberof N can meet both U 0 and V 0, a contradiction.From Claim 1 and strong irresolvability, we have also that M 2 F i� [Mhas dense interior; this implies F is a �lter.
Claim 2. F is an ultra�lter.Suppose not. Then there is some M0 � N such that neither M0 nor itscomplement M1 is in F . By Claim 1, for i < 2 there are open sets Ui such
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that ([Mi) \ Ui = ;. But then the pair U1; U2 shows that N fails the (NC2)property, a contradiction.
In Example 4.9 we showed that (NC2) need not imply (NC3) (consistently);the following shows that there are no irresolvable examples of this kind.

Proposition 4.14. If X is strongly irresolvable space, then X satis�es (NC)i� it satis�es (NC2).
Proof. LetN be a family witnessing (NC2) inX, and let F be as in Lemma 4.13.For each nonempty open set U let us put F(U) = fN 2 N : N \ U 6= ;g. By(NC2), SF(U) is dense, so by Claim 1 of Lemma 4.13, F(U) 2 F . Thus for agiven �nite sequence of nonempty open sets U0; : : : ; Uk, we haveTi�k F(Ui) 6= ;,and consequently, N witnesses (NC).
Theorem 4.15. If X is strongly irresolvable Baire, and jXj is less than the�rst measurable cardinal, then X cannot satisfy (NC2).
Proof. Suppose X satis�es the hypotheses, and N is a pairwise disjoint collec-tion of nowhere dense sets witnessing (NC2). Let F be the ultra�lter de�ned inLemma 4.13. By Claim 1 of Lemma 4.13,M2 F i� SM is dense in X. Thus itfollows easily from the Baire property that F is countably complete (i.e., closedunder countable intersections). Since jN j is less than the �rst measurable, thisgives a contradiction.

The following example shows that Baireness is (consistently) essential in theprevious result.
Example 4.16. (CH) There is a countable regular space X generated by a max-imal independent family on ! (thus there is also a strongly irresolvable space)which satis�es (NC)2.
Proof. Let C be the family of all �nite subsets of Q. For each n < ! let An =fC 2 C : jCj = ng. For each q 2 Q let Eq = fC 2 C : jC \ (�1; q)j is eveng.Note that the family Eq, q 2 Q, is independent, and generates the topology �0 onC (and consequently, on !) such that for any U 2 �0, the set fn : jAn \U j = !gis co�nite.Choose any ultra�lter F on !. We are going to make a topology on ! suchthat the following condition holds:
(�) For each nonempty open U , we have F (U) = fn < ! : jAn \ U j = !g 2 F .

Thus �0 satis�es (�). We will de�ne an increasing sequence ��, � < !1, oftopologies satisfying (�); our �nal space will be (!; �), where � = S�<!1 ��.Let B�, � < !1, index all in�nite subsets of !. Now suppose we are at stage� < !1, and for every � < �, we have de�ned a 0-dimensional topology �� witha countable base satisfying (�) and:
(i) If � =  + 1, either B or ! nB is not dense in (!; ��);

2Note that such a space cannot satisfy (GC).
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(ii) � < �0 implies �� � ��0 .
If � is a limit ordinal, let �� = S�<� �� . Then (!; ��) satis�es the requiredconditions.Suppose � =  + 1. If B is not dense and co-dense in (!; �), we can let�� = � . So, assume B is dense and co-dense.
Case 1. For every U 2 � , we have F (U \B) = fn : jAn\U \B j = !g 2F . First, it is not di�cult in this case to write B as a disjoint union of sets~B;i, i 2 !, each satisfying the condition of Case 1. To see this, let U0; U1; : : :index a countable base for � . Clearly it su�ces to de�ne ~B;i such that for anyn;m and i, jAn \ Um \B j = ! i� jAn \ Um \ ~B;ij = !:

To this end, let hmi; nii, i 2 !, index all pairs hm;ni 2 !2, each appearingin�nitely often. Then at step k choose
xk;0; xk;1; :::; xk;k 2 Umk \B \Ank n fxi;j : i < k; j � ig:

Finally, for i � 1 let ~B;i = fxj;i : j � ig and let ~B;0 = B n Si�1 ~B;i. It iseasy to check that this works.Now, let A = fAm : m < !g be an independent family of subsets of !. Let� denote the family of all functions ' : C ! 2, C 2 [!]<!. For each ' 2 �, let
'[A] = TfA'(m)m : m 2 dom(')g, where A0 = !nA, A1 = A. For each i 2 ! putBi = Sm2Ai

~B;m. Let B = fBi : i < !g. Observe that for each ' 2 � the set'[B ] satis�es the condition of Case 1. In fact, since '[A] 6= ;, there is i 2 '[A]
and ~B;i � '[B ]. Then fn : jAn \ U \ '[B ]j = !g � fn : jAn \ U \ ~B;ij =!g 2 F .Let �� be the topology generated by the sets U \ '[B ], U 2 � , U 6= ;,' 2 �. Then �� is a 0-dimensional topology with the countable base satisfying(�) in which ! nB is nowhere dense.

Case 2. Not Case 1. Then for some clopen set U in � , we have F (U\B) 62F . Since F (V ) 2 F for any non-empty open V , it follows that for any non-emptyopen subset V of U , F (V \ (! nB)) 2 F . Hence B� = [U \ (! nB)] [ [! nU ]satis�es the condition of Case 1 with B replaced by B� . Hence there is a 0-dimensional topology �� with a countable base satisfying (�) such that ! nB� isnowhere dense. Note that this makes B fail to be dense in �� (its intersectionwith U is nowhere dense).This completes the inductive construction. Let X = (!; �), where � =S�<!1 ��, and let B = S B = fB;i :  < !1; i < !g. Then B is an inde-pendent family generating � . Observe that B is maximal. In fact, otherwisethere is D � ! which is dense and co-dense in � . Then there is � < !1 suchthat D = B� and D is dense in co-dense in ��+1, a contradiction. Hence X isirresolvable.X satis�es the condition (�) since it does so at each stage. It follows thatthe An's witness property (NC) for X.Finally, the existence of a strongly irresolvable space with these propertiesfollows simply from the fact that every irresolvable space has an open stronglyirresolvable subspace.
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5 Applications
Let us recall one of the oldest and most signi�cant generalizations of continuity,called near continuity. (The history of this concept one can �nd e.g in [R].)Let X and Y be topological spaces. A function f : X ! Y is nearly continu-ous if f�1(V ) � int (f�1(V )) for every open set V � Y . Now, for a functionf : ��<�X� ! Y it is natural to consider the problem of relations betweenseparate near continuity versus joint near continuity. It is known that for realfunctions f : R2 ! R neither separate near continuity implies joint near conti-nuity, nor vice versa [N]. Now, using notions of small dense sets considered inthe paper, we obtain a wide class of examples of jointly nearly continuous butnot separately nearly continuous functions. Indeed, for D � ��<�X� let �Dbe the characteristic function of D. It is easy to observe that if D is dense in��<�X�, then �D is jointly nearly continuous. Moreover, if D is thin then eachcodimension 1 cross-section of �D is not nearly continuous (however it is Baireone); and if D is slim then each cross-section of �D is not nearly continuous. Inthe both cases, �D is not separately nearly continuous.

6 Open questions
1. Can there be a dense-in-itself Hausdor� space X such that X! has no slimdense set? (Consistently, no; see Theorem 3.12.)
2. Does X strongly irresolvable Baire imply X2 and/or X! has no slim denseset?
3. Is there in ZFC a separable Hausdor� space X such that X2 has no slimdense set? (Yes under CH, see Example 3.4.)
4. Is there in ZFC a separable space X which does not satisfy (NC)? (Yesunder CH, see Example 3.4.)
5. Is there a space X in ZFC such that X2 has a thin dense set but X3 doesnot? (Yes under CH, see Example 2.6.)
6. Is there in ZFC a space X satisfying (NC2) but not (NC3)? (Yes underCH, see Example 4.9.)
7. Is there a space X such that there is a slim dense set in X2 but X doesnot satisfy (NC2)?
8. Is there a space X that satis�es (NCk) for every k < ! but does not satisfy(NC)?
9. Can there be a space X such that Xk has a slim (resp., very thin) denseset for every k < !, but X! does not?
10. Do there exist spaces X, Y with (NC) witnessing by countable familiesNX , NY , respectively, with no slim dense set in X � Y ?
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